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8 parts of speech quiz pdf

For more help on the parts of the speech, see Language Network, Chapter 1, pages 4-35.The Parts of Speech (Print Quiz)Page 2 Chapter 1 : The parts of speech parts of the speech. Item verbbum agreement. Sentence structure. You have learned the basics; Now, put your skills to the test! Still got questions? Get
answers from the experts on key concepts. Click a resource below to get started. Page 3For more help with those parts of the speech, see Language Network, Chapter 1, page 4-35.The Parts of Speech (Print Quiz) Use this part of the speech quiz to test yourself or test your students. You can find four parts for this quiz.
The answers are at the bottom of the page. Good luck! This quiz covers... This part of the speech quiz covers those parts of the speech. (Imagine that!) Here is a brief definition of each part of the speech. 1. Nouns are words that name people, places, things or ideas. 2. Pronouns are words that instead of nouns. 3. Verbs
are words that show an action or state of being. 4. Adjectives are words that describe nouns or pronouns. (They answer the adjective questions.) 5. Adverbs are words that describe verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs. (They answer adverb questions.) 6. Prepositions are words that describe the relationship between a
noun or pronoun and another word or element in the rest of the sentence. 7. Conjuncts are words that join two or more words, phrases or clauses. 8. Heckling are words that show emotion. If you know all that, you're ready for the quiz! Part 1. Identify &amp; Label Guide: Honor the speech part of each word in bold.
Example: (1) Mary Lennox = (correct) noun If you just wrote nouns for the answer, it's also good. Whenever possible, I like to be more descriptive, but if you just have that part of the speech, that's okay! The answers are at the bottom of the page. When (1) Mary Lennox (2) was (3) sent to Misselthwaite Manor to live (4)
with her uncle all (5) said she was the (6) most uncomfortable-looking child ever seen. It was also true. (7) She had a small thin face (8) and a small thin body, thin light hair and a (9) acidic expression. (10) Her hair was (11) yellow and her face was yellow (12) because she had been born (13) in (14) India and had always
been ill in some way.. From The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett Part 2. Matching Definitions Directions: Match that part of the speech to the correct definition. Example: 1. Pronoun = H. Words that instead of nouns The answers are at the bottom of the page. 1. Pronoun a. Words that name people, places,
things, or ideas 2. Adverbs B. Words that change nouns or pronouns 3. Verbs C. Words that connect words, phrases, or clauses 4. Adjectives D. Words that describe a relationship between a noun or pronoun and another element of the sentence 5. Conjuncts E. Words showing emotion 6. Prepositions F. Words that
change verbs, and adverb 7. Noun G. Words that show an action or state of being 8. Heckling H. Words, which instead of noun Part 3. Select the right part of the speech directions: For the bold words, select the correct portion of the speech from among the choices specified in one and b. Example: 1. yellow = b.
adjectives The answers are at the bottom of the page. 1. Today I will wear my yellow skirt. a. noun b. adjective 2. No, you can't climb onto the roof. a. heckling b. pronoun 3. This hot bath will feel good on my legs. a. verb b. adverb 4. It's a good movie. a. adverb b. adjective 5. Throw the ball as hard as you can. a. verb b.



noun 6. I am very excited about our trip to Costa Rica. a. adjective b. adverb 7. Should we stay in a hotel or in a hostel? a. heckling b. conjunctivction 8. Where's my suitcase? a. verb b. adverb 9. Your suitcase's in the closet. a. preposition b. adjective 10. Let's make cookies! a. noun b. preposition Part 4. Choose the right
word directions: Select the right word to fill in the blank word from the selections specified in one and b. example 1. I'm __b doing well___. The answers are at the bottom of the page. 1. I do _____________ a. good b. good 2. You play the piano ____________ a. beautiful b. beautiful 3. I would like two glasses of
___________ a. milk b. milk 4. ___________ coming to the concert. a. Her b. She 5. Yesterday, I ___________ for two hours! a. play b. game 6. This song is _________ than that song. a. better b. better 7. I was sitting ____________ the coffee shop. a. in b. between 8 and 8 April 2005; My sister ___________ to play
flute. a. is to learn b. have learned 9. In ____________ sleepy. a. is b. am 10. This closet is __________ than my closet! a. more organized b. most organized Quiz Answers Here are all your answers to this part of the speech quiz. Check your work, learn more, and rock on! Part 1. Identify &amp; Label: Reply The parts in
parentheses are optional. Part 2. Matching definitions: Answer 1. Pronoun = H. Words that, instead of noun 2. Adverbids = F. Words that change verbs, adjectives, and adverb 3. Verbs = G. Words showing an action or state of 4. Adjectives = B. Words that change nouns or pronouns 5. Conjunct in / C. Words that connect
words, phrases or clauses 6. Prepositions = D. Words that describe a relationship between a noun or pronoun and another element of the sentence 7. Noun = A. Words that name people, places, things, or ideas 8. Heckling = E. Words showing emotion Part 3. Select the right part of the speech: Reply Part 4. Select the
right word: Answer 1. I'm going to do ___b well____. 2. You play the piano ____b. beautifully______. 3. I would like to have two __a milk____. __b 4. She____'re coming to the concert. 5. Yesterday, ___b. played__ for two hours! 6. This song __b better___ than the song. 7. I __a in___ in the café. 8. __a. is learning___
to play the flute. 9. I __b am___ sleepy. 10. This closet is __a. more organized____ than my closet! Hi! My name is Elizabeth, and my goal is to get you to tell me about grammar. Click here to see how I can help you. Do you want to download these grammar quizzes? Only $3.99 6 Quizzes (2 Beginner, 2 Intermediate, 2
Advanced)46 PagesBlank Quizzes &amp; Answer KeysPrintable QuizEs Cover Fragments, Run-on Phrases, Types of Sentences, Parts of Speech, Parts of a Sentence, &amp; More100% Money Back Guarantee You can do this grammar quiz online or print it on paper. It tests what you've learned on the Parts of Speech
page. Parts of Speech Grammar Main Page Grammar Quizzes Grammar Game 15 Questions | Total Trial: 48081 Noun Verb Adjective Pronoun Adverb Verbals What part of the speech expresses a mild or sudden outburst of emotion? Examples are wow! or no. What part of the speech describes the
distance/location/proximity of a word and another word in a sentence? Examples are of, also behind, with ... (She, her) and Sara went to the store. Which place is the right pronoun to use? I went camping with John and (he, him). Mild heckling is followed by what kind of punctuation? Heckling that expresses a sudden
explosion of emotion is followed by what kind of punctuation? What are the four questions that adverbies can answer? When? Where? To what extent? What? To what extent? When? Where? How? When? Where? To what extent? Why? What are the three questions that adjectives can answer? Who? What kind? To
what extent? Which one? What kind? To what extent/ degree Which one? What kind? How many? Which one? How many? Why? A TEFL quiz for TEFL teachers You can do this quiz online or print it on paper. It tests parts of speech as defined in the TEFL glossary. Quiz quiz on verbs types
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